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Activism is defined in the Oxford Dictionary

: Oxford Dictionary of English   

of English as the policy or action of using vigor-

 =% >   #

ous campaigning to bring about political or

 

social change; the policy of vigorous action in

!1:  2 9  J 

a cause, especially in politics.1 Here, we shall



use the term architectural activism to describe
diverse architectural practices that, motivated
by the idealistic vision of societal participation, first, invent new ways of practicing
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architecture; second, reflect a move towards

 !2H  =   %  >

new subjects/clients; and third, shift the

# $ #      2

focus of architectural discourse towards social

2 

and political issues. Through my reference

  

to architectural activism I touch on broader

D
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issues pertaining to creative activism which

        

apply also to design and art and are dealt with

%  2
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In addition to discussing this issue,
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which is clearly connected with the project,

       

I shall also refer to another two, Professional

 !H2  $

Ethics and Autonomy, whose connection is, I

   % # 3  

believe, less obvious yet no less important. I

  3% 

should like these three themes to be the filters

$    2 

through which to examine issues of activism

     774!
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and collective action by teams of profession-

2      -

als in architecture, art and design. All three

  

themes serve to clarify the object of the AAO

   # $ #  

project, but as they exist on different lev-

?# 332   7   

els they leave some creative gaps which can

    

become the locus for a future approach to the
pressing contemporary issues we perceive today, such as the need to reinforce social bonds
and protection of the environment.
In the aftermath of 9/11, activism
became highly popular in the realm of
architecture. The political upheavals we
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experience nationally and internationally

$   

lend themselves to architectural activism,

774     $    -

which started with small-scale initiatives and

 3  3

political actions aimed at achieving a broader

     $#    

impact. They also endeavor to study human

   


  

  #     3  

rights in terms of space, the involvement of

    %   

entire communities in the process, and the

 3

temporary appropriation of the urban fabric:

   %  !

in short, a huge range of collaborative social
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work. Architectural activism now operates in

    3

an expanded field and takes different names

    !42  -

depending on its main traits in each case: it

2 % 

may be called bottom-up design, participa-

   $  
  # 3 
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tory design, collaborative practice, operative

 2 %2 2   -

practice or design-build studio, in the context

          

of an academic curriculum. Since 2004, these



practices have been documented in books, ex-

  2      !

hibition catalogues, workshops and symposia.

4%       

I shall stop briefly at two of these publications:

   # $ 

first, at the book, Design like You Give a Damn,2 for



its variety of examples of strategic planning

     

and design of projects in many parts of the

    # 3  2  

globe, edited by the US-based Architecture For

  #  #  2    -

Humanity – one of the first architectural non-

$ F 3  3 

profit organizations to deal with social and

   

political causes as an intermediary between

  %  2  2  

professional designers and those who need

  $ 2   

their services but have no access to them,

  

while also securing the necessary funds for the



projects. In this book, the message conveyed
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by the projects and the papers is one of con-
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sensus imbued with humanitarian values. The



3Y_00(_{(/)`^{(/)^Z

elements of philanthropy prevail and generate

 3Y_^{(/)`^{(/)^Z

a feeling of serenity.
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Second, the proceedings of the interna-

+/}1)_Z  3   6

tional open congress, Camp for Oppositional Archi-

  !H ³ 2

tecture, which opened its doors on June 25, 2004

2 3$   5

in Berlin. The proceedings reflect the radical

2  %%  #2  3  35

views of organizers and participants alike,

 !7 3$2 2 

and the disillusionment of young architects

  2 

who saw architecture’s revolutionary vision

You Give a Damn3   %

(as they have been taught it) disappearing into

  3  3  

the global marketplace, often due to their own

23     2 

teachers. The topics discussed at the congress

   2 3  &{])/^/}{^´_{

sought to link urban planning with participa-

µ}(*)/~

tion and protest. The organizers stated that

 %%  Design Like


3

    5
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Camp for Oppositional Architecturee was looking for

# 

possible ways of resistance within the context

 3  

of architecture and planning, and posed such

2  3  

questions as “How to criticize the demands of
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a capitalist production of space?”; “Are there

  

any possibilities to challenge and oppose the

$2   

order from within the field […] in a productive



way?”; and “What are the relevant opposition-

%%    

al stances, practices, strategies or coalitions

  #

that might be imagined and realized today?”
The difference between the two prevailing attitudes in architectural activism –philanthropy and revolt– can be compared with the
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observation of Morris Ginsberg:3 “In all social

Oppositional Architecture,    ©

relations two opposed elements in human

£ ³[  

nature are subtly interwoven. The one strain is

  2  2  

pre-eminently assertive, expecting resistance

 3   

   

on every side and ready to resist […]. The other

3$   3  

 5

is pre-eminently gentle and tender, craving for

       5

relationships with others, seeking and giving

       # 

response.” This is essentially a coexistence
of opposites, which Kant characteristically

$   2 3 3D 
      #3  !B5

described as man’s “unsocial sociability” (Un-

  %  #2  

gesellige Geselligkeit), believing that competi-

 2   2  

tion activated man’s powers and made him

  

overcome his inertia.4 Society is not in reality

 !4 
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based on consensus; it is fractured by differ-

Camp for Oppositional Architecture
e 

ent groups possessing different kinds of what

#       2 

Pierre Bourdieu calls cultural and social and

     -

economic capital. This capital will distinguish

 !;2      

the positions and orientations of individuals



in the social system from one another.

     33

To these references from the realms of
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sociology and philosophy I shall add a third

 3     #

one, from psychoanalysis, because it sheds

    ¹!!!º

light on the function of the We/They dipole:

=  #2  2 32 

In Civilization and its Discontents, Freud presented



a view of society under constant threat of
disintegration because of man’s inclination to



   $  



    # 


aggression.5 Civilization needs to use various

 2
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methods in order to check those aggressive

      %-

instincts. One of those consists in fostering

 D $ #      D  

social bonds by mobilizing the libidinal in-

  

stincts of love. In Group Psychology and the Analysis



of the Ego, Freud notes: “It is always possible to

    #  

bind together a considerable amount of people

      2 2  !? 

in love, so long as there are other people left



over to receive the manifestation of their ag-

   

gressiveness.”6 And while civilization aims at

  ¹»º!?

     3

establishing strong identifications between

$  #



the members of society and binding them in a
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shared identity, a collective identity –“We”– is

 >! % 3 

the result of an investment which necessarily

   #2    $2-

implies the existence of a “They”. On the basis

# ¼(*/   -

of this We/Theyy distinction, Chantal Mouffe7

$=     

constructed the Friend/Enemyy dipole, an ago-

 #>Y½*'^+^00)'^¤^+^00)'^)/Z -

nistic model of political expression in which

   3     

neither component should be destroyed; on

3   

the contrary, democratic institutions must

 2

preserve it as a conduit for the productive

?  

channeling of conflictual, agonistic expressions.
Going back to the nature of the dis-

  #
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course –attitude of philanthropy and attitude

     $!: $

of revolt– propounded in our two records of



architectural activism (Design like You Give a Damn

    #  2  

and Camp for Oppositional Architecture), consen-

 !B 

sus and opposition are two sides of the same

     3   $$ -
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coin and the differentiation between them

 ##2   

is merely topographical. Both consensus and

 8  $   3

opposition are theoretical constructs refer-

  

ring to one and the same subject. There is

 9

no rejection without end, just as there is no

 # ! 

such thing as absolute consensus. There can

  %   

be no accord without some opposition; an

 #  3    #  

idea generates bonds of love, and an enemy
becomes the object of opposition, which only
serves to strengthen the collective ties among
the members.
Architectural activism is developed by
groups whose members are linked with strong

    3 
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ties. The ties are powerful because members

"#     '#  =

came together to realize a powerful common

   3      2

vision and to resist, fight or overthrow an
“enemy”. The “enemy” can be either a specific

  

entity (an idol, an egocentric architect or art-

  #   >!7"

ist) or some less concrete entity (capitalism,

 

the market, a frivolous other). In the case of

 

Camp for Oppositional Architecture, its members are



fighting against the political, the social and
even the architectural establishment, which



   #   #   
 

  3  2   
       

 

-

  -

3 '  

2  

  2      

has cashed in its ideology to become a hard

 %! 3  $ -

player in the world market and in the global

 #!H %  8 '  +

value system.

% «](*/(0¡_}^   

Architectural activism mobilizes pas-

0 +'& 2 3   23 -

sion and channels it into creative paths. It

2$ $ 

functions as a punch bag in the conflict on

   

political and social issues that, under different

7 #2   #   2  

circumstances, would not concern architecture

  2       -

and would render the profession irrelevant and

  

2  $ !

32 3 2  $  

obsolete.

33!

PROFESSIONAL ETHICS

$ #     D

9
According to Harold Perkin, “The profes-



$3D

 $2  3 -

sional ideal was based on trained expertise and

3$   %  1234567 8593 :;<

selection by merit […]. The professional proved

=5>3 ? 2?@7B?@I J;K MII;45Q5;7?8 RKSU5Q3SQ<K3V

himself by persuading the rest of society and

 $ 

ultimately the state that his service was vitally

 2      $ -

important and therefore worthy of guaranteed



reward.”8 Since, according to Perkins, it is

 $  
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status rather than market value that deter-

  $  

mines the remuneration for a profession, their



rewards were negotiated in the wider societal

 2 3

market of prestige and the social value placed

 !<

on their service rather than by the sale of their

 2   $ !H 2

labor in the economic market place.9

 3      2   #

On this point, Larson believes that “the

3





further one moves from the classic market

 

situation of the free personal professions, the

 

more purely ideological do the professional
claims of disinterestedness become. […] These

   
   

 

  

  

   

    

 3  



 !
4   %    

   2    2 

claims, typical of the legitimizing ideology of

2    !"   

 -

profession, reflect the structural characteris-

  2

tics of unproductive labor and of a singular

 2      

market situation. [...] The very extension of

    #   28

the term [“profession”] beyond the classic pro-

2  9#!49#    

fessional situation of “free” and unproductive

 2  Y2   2   3

work is ideological.”10

 2  2  Z   3-

Every profession has both marketable

2# 3 3 -

 3 -

 3  2  Y  

and non-marketable characteristics. And while

3   Z!B

the latter make up the spirit and the ethics

   Camp for Oppositional Architecture, 
2  

of the profession, contribute to shaping the

   -

ideological trends which reinforce the bonds

    2  3-

among its members and add to its standing by

   3 3  2 

investing it with the traits of a vocation, the

   3 3
 3   !

former have to do with bureaucratic matters

4   %   

and negotiations between members of the professional community and the state regarding

#    2 3-

the valuation of the profession’s services and

2  !Á 3    

its correlation to other related and competitive

$    -

-or not- fields. The engagement of architecture
or any other profession with the spheres of the
social and the political reflects a turn towards
ethics. This soon elevates architecture into a

%    #


#$ #  
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  2 !

privileged occupation and gives it the right
tools for negotiating with the social and political powers. In other words, activism –devoted
as it is to serving the public, often for no

ΗΘΙΚΗ ΤΟΥ ΕΠΑΓΓΕΛΜΑΤΟΣ
B $ 
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2 #    -

material gain, and due to its high ethical stan-

  2       3%  

dards– manages to add status to the profession

     33    ¹»º!

whose identity it promotes.

4 33         

Less by the quality of the profession’s
38
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object –a good or better design– and more

  

through its programmatic actions, activism

$2 

can also promote three key aspects of the
profession that adopts it. First, it refreshes its
cognitive field in view of the new social changes.

   -

  2   2   

 33 2  %>!9?3  
   % %   
332  

        

Second, it updates its normative dimension by

3     # 

adopting a new code of ethics which includes

 

sustainability and serving the underprivi-

   3     -

leged. Third, it enhances its perceived value by

3!1098 Â({+_*

underscoring the special characteristics that

=   

set the profession apart from others and raise

   3

its standing.11 The development of these at-

   #   33   3  -

tributes then allows society and/or the state

32 3    

to grant Autonomy and self-regulation to the

  !¹»º4  2 2

profession.

  3          

As Ulrich Beck notes, agents outside the

    






 33  2

33      -

political or corporatist system often form po-

  33  3    3-

litical sub-systems that enter into the political

 

arena “shaping society from below.”12 Archi-

  !¹»º7

2    ¹= 33  >º

tecture, with the aid of architectural activism,

2  33  

has become one such political sub-system. Ac-

 =  > 33  3  
 3>!11

tivism enables architecture –or any other profession which adopts activism to promote its

"#  33    #2 

-

members’ professional identity– to turn from a

   

plain “system of experts” to a force within the

"

public sphere of democracy, to negotiate with

 # 332   3 

the other players (politicians, collective and

    3  #   

social agents) an important position in spatial
decision-making and outrun its rival expert
groups. With the aid of architectural activism,

  !

  3 

      

 

   33 -

      
33     

architecture has now become such a political

 3  2    

subsystem.

3$  3    

AUTONOMY

  #   3  -


The ideal professional Autonomy is the
antithesis of proletarianization: the practitioners themselves determine what work to

   33     

        

 $ 3 5

5  !?

    

do and how to do it. Professional Autonomy

#  332  

allows them to emphasize discretion in their

     

work, to assert their own judgment and





  
 -

 $  #!J 3  

responsibility as arbiters of their activities.

   8

An ideal professional Autonomy, which is

 $ 

    33  
 3 3
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one of the main traits of genuine professions,

3  

together with specialization and the emphasis on

 

credentials means that professionals have total

$      

control over those personal, social, economic,

2 $2    2  

cultural affairs which their body of knowledge

3 8 # 

and skill addresses. Autonomy means literally

2 #2 5$2

to make one’s own laws.

 33    
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is no mere “Self-institution” and bears little re-

   2 2

 !H 3%  5


5

  %5

!
Á3 %    5

lation to Kant’s definition. It does not consist

  2 

in acting according to some law set in stone by

     D

an immutable Reason; it is the constant self-

   2 3

questioning about the law and its foundations

%    33  

as well as the capacity to make, to do and to

  #2  33  

institute.13

 #  F    2 # -

In the political review Socialism or Barba-

  332  D

 
  

      2   2 

rism, Castoriadis described Autonomy as the

   3 !<     3 5

political activity that questions our own rep-

      ! 

  $ 3

  2#  %

resentatives and transforms our institutions.



The autonomous effort aims not at a complete,

%#       

finalized system that will take no further

% !:    8  

change, but rather at initiating and constantly

  

renewing a decisive and thoughtful effort to

 332   

reshape institutions to meet our recognized

$  8   3

 3

   

needs and desires. Autonomy for Castoriadis

 332 !12"   2 

is not merely “Self-institution”, which occurs

 %   3  5

everywhere in society, most often in the form

    N   

of Heteronomy, as a way of concealing the

 3    33    

self-instituting process and attributing it to

7    #  !

some extra-social and supra-natural source.14

B $ 

 ½0{)] ^$



And while there is a constant battle between



2    5

Autonomy and Heteronomy –between the

   3 5

assertion of Autonomy and that which erodes

  2  2 

its closely connected elements– both of them

=3  $    2

work in parallel to alter themselves and each

  >!13H2% 

other.15

  D #  33  

Talking about the artistic field, Pierre
Bourdieu defines Autonomy, together with
Heteronomy, as the site of struggle for relative
power. While Heteronomy favors those who

 #  3       33 5
 

 D  

 $# 2 =   >
      2   # 

dominate the field economically and politi-

2      

cally, Autonomy is for those without specific

3   

40
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capital, who tend to identify with a degree

Y      $

of independence from the economy. Relative

       #2

power in this conflict depends on the total

8$  $  

degree of Autonomy in the field, i.e. on the

          3-

extent to which it manages to impose its own

2     !?  

Z



norms and rules on those who produce, in-

%#   % 2 3

cluding those who comply more fully with ex-

2 2 !



ternal demands.16 This definition of Autonomy
is the most suitable for illuminating its role as

ΑΥΤΟΝΟΜΙΑ

a barometer of the struggle between External
and Internal factor in [every] field.17
It is on this notion that I focus now,
because it is this view of Autonomy as an on-

?  33  7  

 -

2    #     F
 3

#     3 

#   #   !? 33 -

going project that can shed light on a way of

7   2   3 2 

implementing activism and collective action.

 2 $   #  %

Activism is associated, through Autonomy, with the boundaries of the field – a place

 $  3    
   #2  

of conflict, transient or permanent, a border

#  #    -

that delineates its territory.18 Autonomy –one

2  !£  33  7  

of the most powerful notions in architecture,



without which its conception can only be par-

 #

tial or limited– often comes as a gesture of ne-



gation, as in the Camp for Oppositional Architecture

 

congress, and as a result of a dynamic control
or reality, a conflict between architecture,
society and the market.
It is this approach of activism through

2 
  33   

 !  [  ! 
 33  

     

            

  

 3     2  !7  

the sphere of the profession, or even more as a

 

professionalization project, that I believe needs

    !

to be stressed in the present context. Many

2 

   

     3
?&     $ 



 "-

new stances, which emerge as avant-garde,



are negatively articulated for the most part;

 > 22 

they come as resistance to some dominant

 2 ¼(*/

views. Architectural activism provides the

 $ 

profession with a mechanism for renewal and

 Á3  2   !

change. Activism functions on an intermedi-

9 

 5 $%  

ate level between society and architecture’s

 #

    

cognitive, normative and evaluative content.
Imbued with the elements of refusal and con-

 $2   =&-

 3

  

 $2 -

2    2  

    #    !14

B  # \ 

sensus, activism has managed to bring about,

]"   8

to a greater or lesser extent, professional

7  

expansion and rejuvenation in many societies



   $%
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and countries. All this manifests itself in the

 

  

 #   !?

autonomous moments of architecture: in those

  # 

moments when architecture employs all its

 #P2   

knowledge to respond to an external reality
which urges it further on, when it pursues
its desire for full Autonomy. The action comes in

2  2 -

2  2 32  




  2 #  

 2 28$

response to certain conditions (social, eco-

3  3 

nomic). Therefore, the moments of resistance

& 

and consensus mark the limit of tension, the

   # 

point of transition from internal rules and pro-

  

fessional knowledge to the social and political

  &  3    2 

reality that prevails outside architecture. It is

5   5$!15"

at that moment of tension that new ways and
possibilities open up.
So far I have talked about Autonomy

 #     !?

 
 $ 9   -

58 -

 

  

9    

7  

   7-

   %



in a theoretical context and from a sociologi-

2     3

cal viewpoint. In fact, the AAO project has a



pronounced pragmatic tint, as one of its aims

  !16

is to identify, delineate or create a field where
refusal and resistance form a battle zone of
transition from some external conditions to

%    

7 $ 

    2  

¾)^{{^ _}{1)^}   7  
 

 9       -

an Internal generation of constructive and

3   $    

promising thoughts and actions; External

 !Å 9       

here means pertaining to society, and Internal

   2    

denotes a profession’s rules and norms.

7  $ 2 

So it is at that boundary of tension, of
negotiation between Internal and External,

#2 3  2  $
  

2  %# 

-
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   !4    

is there that I should like us to concentrate; to

      

see how all of us as citizens and professionals

%# 7      -

can proceed from this intermediate point of

 2

clash or negotiation in order to advance both

 2  

our disciplines and society in general.

  3 23   %  2-
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